i oo prattles endlessly about the wonders of nature and spends
its time killing off the greatest wonder of all—MAN.
Saturn is the stellar impostor setting itself up as the grand
cosmocrator of Fate, Monsieur le Paris,' the.automatic
pole-axer of a world smitten with ataraxy. Let the heavens
sing its glory—this lymphatic gldbe of doubt and ennui
will never cease to cast its milk-white rays'of lifeless
gloom.1
This is the emotional photograph of a planet whose
unorthodox influence still weighs heavily upon the almost
extinct consciousness of man. It is the most cheerless
spectacle in the heavens. It corresponds to every craven
image conceived in the heart of man; it is the single re-
pository of all the despair and defeat to which the humari
face from time immemorial has succumbed. It will be-
come invisible only when man has purged it from his
consciousness.
The third event was of a wholly different order—a jazz
seance at the austere bachelor chambers of Sef eriades in
the Rue Kydathenaion, one of the streets I was instinc-
tively attracted to on my first exploitation of Athens.
. Seferiades, who is a cross between bull and panther by
nature, has strong Virgo traits, speaking astrologically.
That is to say, he has a passion for collecting, as did Goethe
who was one of the best Virgo types the world has ever
known. The first shock I had on entering his place on
this particular occasion was that of meeting his most gra^
dous and most lovely aster, Jeanne. She impressed me
immediately as being of royal descent, perhaps of the
Egyptian Ifoe—in any case, distinctly trans-Pontine. As I
was gazing at her ecstatically I was sudderily startled by
the sound of Cab Galloway's baboon-like voice. Sefer-
iades looked at me with that warm Asiatic smile which

